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Who am I

⚫ Ulises Cortés

◼ AI researcher since (1982)

◼ Professor of Artificial Intelligence (2006)

◼ Coordinator of the Masters program on AI (2005)

◼ Head of the HPAI research group at Barcelona Supercomputing

Center (2017)

◼ AI4EU ELSEC WP5 Coordinator (2019)

⚫ ia@cs.upc.edu

⚫ http://www.cs.upc.edu/~ia

mailto:ia@cs.upc.edu
http://www.cs.upc.edu/~ia
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What I am not

⚫ I am not

⚫ An Ethicist,

⚫ A Futurist,

ia@cs.upc.edu



Digital Revolution

• Artificial Intelligence

• Big Data

• Blockchain

• Crowdfunding

• Cybersecurity

• Digital Payments

• Robo Advisors

• tbc…



AI Quake
• For at least a decade banks have been using ML to detect credit

fraud.

• The UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) is using ML to help
individuals manage their accounts.

• Fukoku Mutual Life Insurance uses IBM’s Watson Explorer to
calculate pay-outs.

• Feedzai uses ML to detect fraudulent transactions.

• Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) are using AI algorithms to choose
long-term stock holdings.



AI Quake

• The GIS-Liquid Strategies group was managing 13B$ with a team
of 12 (2016).

• Standard & Poor’s (S&P) acquired Kensho for 550M$ the biggest
AI acquisition to date.

• Google acquired DeepMind.

• Intel acquired Nervana Systems

• As a result in 2017 Opimas LLC estimated that AI will result in
230000 job cuts in financial firms worldwide by 2025.
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A new religion?



Area 52

Deep Learning is just 
a small part of ML
ML is just a part of 

AI



Data volumes driving AI
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Data volumes driving AI
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Only AI has the power to 

analyze this data to solve 

grand challenges and problems 

guiding our future. 



AI/Banking/FinTech awareness

• Do know your bank manager’s name ?

• Can you explain standard variable rate mortgages?

• Do you know which are the relevant variables and
their combination to assign a credit for a loan?

• Can you name 10 FinTech apps?



Unethical uses of AI

• Algorithmic Bias

• Autonomous guns (aka Killer Robots)

• Cambridge Analytica

• Cyber-snooping/ Cyberstalking

• Job displacement

• Misinformation and Fake News
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The person as product (let’s take an example)

• What can we do with just one
person's data?

• What can we do with that X's
data?
• G can look at X’s financial records.

• G can tell if X pay her bills on time.

• G know if X is good to give a loan
to.

• G can look at X’s medical records; G
can see if your pump is still
pumping -- see if he is good to offer
insurance to.

• G can look at X’s clicking patterns.

ia
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Do the right thing

• The question is not What G can do with with X’s data? But 
Which is the right thing to do?

• These are some selected choices:

• Should G be collecting it, gathering it, so G can make X’s online
experience better?

• So G can make money?

•

• So we (China, Europe, USA) can protect ourselves if X was up to no
good?

• Or should we respect X’s privacy, protect his dignity and leave him
alone?
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Do the right thing

• Hawei vs iPhone?

• Should we be collecting all of that X's data to make his
experiences better and to protect ourselves in case he's up to
no good? Or should we leave him alone?

• When trying to evaluate what we should do in this case, should
we use a Kantian deontological moral framework, or should we
use a Millian consequentialist one?

ia@cs.upc.edu16
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which leads to a multiplication of reference 
sources
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European High-Level Expert Group on AI 
Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI

(April 2019)

Lawful AI: Legal compliance with Primary law (treaties, charter
of fundamental rights), secondary law (GDPR, product liability
directive), CoE conventions, State laws, Sector-specific
regulations (e.g., healthcare).

Ethical AI: alignment with ethical principles and norms.

Robust AI: safety, security by design (technical robustness),
appropriate application operational contexts and limitation of
unintended consequences (non-technical robustness).

• https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/high-level-
expert-group-artificial-intelligence
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Ethical Principles for Trustworthy AI

Ethical imperatives

Principle of Autonomy: “Preserve Human Agency and control”

Principle of Non maleficence: “Do no Harm” - Neither cause nor
exacerbate harm or otherwise adversely affect human beings.
safety and security, technical robustness.

Principle of Justice: “Be Fair”. Equal and just distribution of
benefits and costs, free from unfair bias, increase social fairness

Principle of Explicability: “Operate transparently”. Traceability,
auditability, transparent system capabilities,…
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Foundations of Trustworthy AI: 
A Human-Centric Approach

• Respect for human dignity. Humans are moral subjects, not
objects to be scored, herded or manipulated.

• Freedom of the individual. Fundamental rights, control over
one’s own life and choices, protection from sovereign intrusion

• Respect for democracy and justice. Protection of democratic
processes and human deliberation

• Equality, non-discrimination and solidarity. No bias, no
exclusion

• Citizens’ rights. Access to administration and services
(including non-citizens).
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Companies (not banks) also contribute to 
the noise
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Dilemmas, Values & Videotapes

• Security and Privacy

• Safety and Efficiency

• Accountability and Confidentiality

• Prosperity and Sustainability

• Moral overload: you cannot have it all
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Technologies of the past, present and 
future

• Banking is a data driven
business:

• Personal Trust

• Personal Trust + Data
• αPersonal Trust + φData

• Data



AI is a game changing technology

• It is not anymore what the bank offers but
what the user expects.

• Are Banks good at integrating those
technologies to give a better service?

• If they are not, which will be the
impact/effect?



AI in FinTech

• Detect changes in data patterns and tune the model
by itself.

• If data quality is not perfect, still you can extract some
useful insights (for business) to make decisions

• Not to store data (in large quantities) before start
doing data analytics

• It can use unstructured data



Fintech, AI & Ethics

A first approach

1. Protect consumer data and privacy.
1. Article 22 in GDPR

2. Introduce “rules and regulations around an audit trail of the data, so 
we are aware of what is produced, what is consumed and how the 
result will reflect that”.

2. Be transparent about the use of AI
1. Even algorithms need parents.

2. Open your sources for consultation. Protect yourself NDA?

3. Harness diversity and inclusivity.
1. Avoid using AI  as black box. Avoid bias by correctly designing your 

training sets.



Bank of England



Is my bank a Robot?

Credit 
Bureau

YES

NO



A new religion?



Bah Humbug

• FbK has 50 regulatory licenses that would allow Fbk users to transfer
using messenger App.

•

• Amazon experimented with offering student loans.

• Ali Baba’s financial arm and financial launched a many market fund
the is the 3rd biggest money market fund. This fund has 150M single
investors investing less than 800€ c/u. For many their 1st investment

• WeChat is the most common tool to transfer money in the world. In
the last Chinese new year they processed 10B red envelope
transactions. It allows to buy insurance products, transport or invest
from your smartphone. Also, interacts with you agenda, make taxi
donations



Bah Humbug

• Confirmation bias: The great promise of the Internet was that more
information would automatically yield better decisions. The great
disappointment is that more information actually yields more
possibilities to confirm what you already believed anyway.

• Main difference Banks and Technological firms is that technology
firms have everyday contact with million of users and created trust -
you share your private information on Facebook or use Siri- and
community.

• Banks are not completely digital inhabitants.

• Banks are dinosaurs competing with small dynamic Fintech
companies. For example, P2P lending platforms that are more
transparent and less costly



“Until they become conscious, 
they will never rebel”                                                                     

G. Orwell.



Go back to the future

• FinTech + Ai + IoT will be the future of the future.

• Imaging a car insurance that gets modified -for the best or
the worst- with your driving experience. Biometrics to
improve security but also easing the transactions

• Let us imagine, AI based technology is there to crystalize
your dreams.

• Please, include Aristotle, Kant, Confucius or, at least, Mill in
your dreams about using AI.
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